ARE 298, Fall 2003

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS “READING COURSE”

PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION LIST

1. August 29 Preliminary Meeting: Organization

2. September 5 Introduction

2. September 11 (Special session for students and others)
   Introduction to IPR: Sara Boetigger, ARE


4. September 19 Alternative Instruments: Buyouts or Prizes: Dr. Alix Peterson Zwane (ARE)


4. September 26  Pharmaceuticals for LDC’s: Prof. Jean Olson Lanjouw (ARE)


Other sessions to be arranged: other participants welcome. They include:


Zilberman and Graff on obtaining freedom to operate in public sector research:


Ruth Uwaifo on TRIPS, Trade and LDCs

Zilberman on Diffusion of Innovations

Schoengold on patent dynamics